Miss Smith went jogging. She jogged for 36 minutes and stopped at the time shown. Write the time she stopped on the digital clock. Label and plot the correct points on the number line below. Use S to show what time she started jogging and F to show what time she finished. What time did Miss Smith start jogging? Write the answer on the line.
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Miss Smith started jogging at the time shown. Write the time she stopped on the digital clock.

Skylar started eating lunch at the time shown. Write the time she started eating lunch on the digital clock. She ate lunch for 23 minutes. Label and plot the correct points on the number line below. Use S to show what time she started eating and F to show what time she finished. What time did she stop eating lunch? Write the answer on the line.
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Skylar stopped eating lunch at the time shown. Write the time she stopped eating lunch on the digital clock.